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ABOUT HIREdrate

After successfully benefiting customers with our recruitment match
analytics solution, we now bring document template services to
facilitate standardized candidates profile submission.  
 
At HIREdrate, we believe that our clients should have  deep insight
and visibility into their overall hiring strategies at all times.. Our
recruitment domain expertise coupled with excellent technical
competencies enables us to define the best analytics for your
organization and empower your hiring process.AI and Machine
Learning technologies are the dynamic force behind our solutions and
our extensive staffing experience provides the final component for our
cutting edge products. All of our products live up to this promise and
are backed by our world-class support. 
 
We provide solutions that can help organizations make the most of
their hiring data potential and develop key actionable insights from
their data.



WHAT WE OFFER
A fully scalable, integrated Match Analytics solution that
helps recruiters to gain insight into their candidates and
optimize workflows and improves their engagements. It is
an affordable way for developing companies to
streamline manual tasks by automating time consuming
tasks of mining useful information from heaps of data.
 
Template Services: Professional Templates services
provide resume templates to make a strong first
impression. Candidate submissions can be made unique
and attractive to capture the attention of clients.We
constantly assess these to ensure we have Elegant resume
templates that tell a story, and make sure it gets heard.
 
 



BENEFITS

Match Analytics data for informed  candidate profiling.
Quality recommendations of selected candidates
Uniformity in resumes submitted are as per Clients requirements.
Reduce email and phone call exchanges
Fill up staffing requirements in no time
Increased efficiency
Increased productivity and profitability 
Reduce cost-per-hire, especially for small to medium sized
businesses.

 
 
Let’s schedule a call to know more about our solutions and how it
helps you streamline your recruitment.



CONTACT US

 info@hiredrate.com

www.hiredrate.com


